
Suction Car Phone Mount Acefast D7, magnetic (black) Ref: 6974316281238
Suction Car Phone Mount Acefast D7, magnetic (black)

Acefast car holder, magnetic (black)
Get the comfort you deserve. The Acefast car mount will allow you to comfortably and safely use your navigation or talk on the phone
while traveling. Its installation is quick and easy, and thanks to its well-thought-out design, it won't obstruct your visibility while driving.
What's more, you'll find an adhesive base and a clip in the set, so you can mount the holder on both the dashboard/front windshield and
the ventilation grille.
 
Stability
Don't  be  afraid  of  damaging  your  equipment.  The  Acefast  mount  is  equipped  with  8  N52  magnets,  so  it  can  hold  even  a  tablet.  In
addition,  the self-adhesive base can withstand a heavy load of  up to  about  25g and is  resistant  to  high temperatures.  Therefore,  you
don't have to worry about damaging your equipment. Meanwhile, the double locking mechanism ensures stability. Rapid braking, speed
bumps, bumpy roads - these obstacles are no problem for the D7.
 
Tailored to your needs
The Acefast D7 car mount fits most models of air vents, except round ones. It allows 360° adjustment, so you can adjust its position to
suit your needs. In addition, you will also successfully attach the product to the dashboard or windshield. Thoughtful design ensures that
the D7 will not obstruct visibility, ensuring safe travel. 
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Included
magnetic pad
holder
clip
adhesive base
stickers x2
cleaning cloths x2
metal plates x2
instruction manual
Manufacturer
Acefast
Model
D7
Color
black
Material
plastic, silicone, metal
Dimensions
Magnetic pad: 52 x 28 mm, handle: 165 x 80 x 60 mm
Weight
approx. 181 g

Price:

Before: € 15.1044

Now: € 13.90
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